A relation between the generating series of a function and its algebraic character was established in [2] , proving the following resuit: Let L be an unambiguous context-free language. Then the generating series of the language Ç (z) = S Ç M z" where Ç M = Card { oe e L/1 CO | = n }, is algebraic, This theorem was employed to prove that some languages are inherently ambiguous in [1] and [3] .
Our main resuit is the following 1/d . The main feature of this field is that if K is algebraically closed, so is K((t))*. Hence, if we dénote by Q the algebraic closure of Q, we have that the algebraic closure of Q(z) is the field Q((z))* lg = {(f>eQ((z))*/<p is algebraic over Q(z) } L e, the series of the form Xc n z n/d where deN and the c n are algebraic numbers. (The reader wishing to read a more detailed exposition of this material will find a very good one in Walker [5] ).
Proof of theorem 1: The genera! idea of the proof is that the f act of being algebraic characterizes a series with a finite amount of data from which it is possible to compute the séquence of coefficients.
We first observe that since <p(z) eQ
Moreover, we can suppose that P is irreducible. Now> if r is the degree in Y of P we know that P has exactly r different roots in Q((z))* lg> cp A (z), . . ., <p P (z), and q>(z) is one of them> To distinguish q>(z) between the others roots of P in Q[[z]] alg we can consider a natural number k and rational numbers c 0 , . . .,c fc such that (p(z) is the only root of P begining with c o + ... +c k z k .
We will see now how to compute ƒ (n) for every n from the finite collection of data { P, k, c Oï . . M q }. This is done using the indeterminate coefficients method ; i. e. once we know c 0 , . . ., c h such that cp (z) is the only root of P in Q Following theorem 1, we have that ƒ is recursim Then, we can compute the number of words in L having length n. Since there are only a finite number of words of length n in £* we compute in parallel their membership to L until we get Ç n of them. At this moment we know we have all of them and we stop the computation.
From this we conclude that every recursively enumerable but non recursive language in 2* has a transcendental generating series.
In a classic paper about computability of real numbers (see [4] ) Rice has shown the following result: the field of recursive real numbers ê is real closed (u e. ê [i] is algebraically closed). As a trivial conséquence of that we get that every real algebraic number is recursive. In some sense our theorem 1 is an analog of this last result. In the last part of this note we will push this analogy a bit further. The same proof given in theorem 1 applies hère. It suffices to note that in the linear équation giving us f(n+l) the coefficients are recursive functions of some (finite number of) coefficients of the \| /^ s (as well as some previously computed ƒ (ƒ)'s for^^n), and these last numbers are computable by hypothesis.
